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Abstract

Little is known about differences in the levels of sexual well-being, sexual identity development, or sexual health outcomes between sexual minority and non-sexual minority youth in the foster care system. Using a sample of youth formerly in the foster care system, this study compared the sexual well-being, sexual identity development, and sexual health outcomes of sexual minority and non-sexual minority youth and found that sexual minority youth have lower levels of sexual well-being, have less developed sexual identities, and experience more sexual victimization and unintended pregnancies of themselves or of a partner than their non-sexual minority peers. These results indicate that the sexuality-related needs of sexual minority youth in the foster care system are not being met. Attention to the sexual development of sexual minority youth and means through which to enhance their sexual identity development and increase their sexual well-being are needed.
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Youth in the foster care system disproportionately identify as sexual minorities and many experience social stigma and harassment due to their sexual orientation, not only in everyday social interactions, but also from peers, professionals, and foster parents within the foster care system (FCS; McCormick et al., 2016). These experiences are associated with incomplete sexual identity development, reduced psychosocial functioning, negative sexual experiences, and negative sexual and global health outcomes (Clements & Rosenwald, 2008; Higa et al., 2014; Rosario et al., 2011). Further, these experiences contribute to homelessness among sexual minority youth (SMY), as many run from the FCS to escape this harassment (McCormick et al., 2016). Unfortunately, this often results in additional victimization, psychosocial and sexual health issues, and engagement in sexual risk behaviors (Choi et al., 2015; Keuroghlian et al., 2014). There is little research regarding the relationship between sexual identity development and the sexual well-being of youth in foster care and none was located about the differences that may exist between SMY and heterosexual youth (HY). To address this gap, this study compares and contrasts the experience of SMY and HY in the FCS.

1. Literature Review

1.1 Sexual minority youths’ experiences in the foster care system

Within the foster care system, SMY continue to experience discrimination. Research has shown that over 40% of foster parents are unwilling to have a SMY placed in their home, often due to believing that identifying as a sexual minority is morally wrong or harboring misconceptions such as believing that SMY are more likely to sexually abuse other children (Bucchio, 2012; Clements & Rosenwald, 2008). The resulting lack of placement options means
that many SMY in the child welfare system (CWS) are placed in more restrictive environments than necessary, often in group homes or residential institutions (Mallon, 2011; Sullivan et al., 2001). They are also more likely to experience multiple disruptions in foster care placements and less stable housing upon exiting the CWS (Poirier et al., 2018).

While experiences vary considerably, many SMY report being harassed and discriminated against by foster parents, peers, and child welfare workers while in the FCS, though these experiences are not universal (Dank et al., 2015; Gallegos et al., 2011; McCormick et al., 2016). Interviews with youth and youth workers have indicated that when SMY in the CWS are mistreated, many foster parents, families of origin, child welfare professionals, and juvenile justice professionals blame the youth, suggesting their sexual orientation was to blame; others report that foster parents’ religious beliefs may also negatively impact their interactions with SMY (Banghart, 2014; Lorthridge et al., 2018; McCormick et al., 2016; Woronoff et al., 2006). Further, SMY report are less likely to have a trusted adult to turn to for support (Poirier et al., 2018). In fact many youth who are homeless report that they ran away from the FCS due to negative experiences within it (Cray et al., 2013; Dank et al., 2015). These experiences are also common, and perhaps more negative, among gender-diverse/transgender youth in the CWS (Mountz et al., 2018), but a discussion of the experiences of gender-diverse/transgender youth in the CWS is beyond the scope of this manuscript.

At the same time, research suggests that even those professionals and foster parents in the CWS who are supportive of SMY have limited knowledge of how to best help those youth (Clements & Rosenwald, 2008; Woronoff et al., 2006). Further, many agencies have policies or practices that do not match established best-practices for work with SMY leaving those who are supportive without clear directives or occasionally forcing them to challenge the agency on
behalf of the youth (McCormick et al., 2016; Rosenwald, 2009). As a result, SMY in the FCS often find themselves actively discriminated against, without protection, and/or without advocates knowledgeable about what they need, any of which can negatively affect both their overall and sexual well-being.

1.2 Sexual well-being and negative sexual outcomes

Sexual well-being is a broad concept that goes beyond the absence of sexual dysfunction, disease, or violence by incorporating positive physical, intrapsychic and interpersonal sexual components such as sexual pleasure, sexual self-esteem, and sexual communication ability (Author, 2020). Individuals’ early recognition of their sexual identities, youthful expression of sexual desires, and enactment of aspects of their sexual identities may be beneficial to their physical health, mental health, social integration, healthy development psychosocial functioning, later sexual satisfaction, and overall sexual well-being, both among HY and SMY (Harden, 2014; Heywood et al., 2015; Higa et al., 2014; Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2016). Further, the importance of general sexual well-being to reducing risk behaviors and improving overall health outcomes has been demonstrated empirically, showing it to be predictive of abstinence, increased sexual frequency, condom usage, pregnancy prevention, reduced alcohol and marijuana usage, improved mental health, better social integration, reduced risky and anti-social behaviors, and absence of STIs (Hensel & Fortenberry, 2013; Hensel et al., 2016).

1.3 Sexual well-being and sexual risk for youth in the FCS

The bulk of research done on the sexual well-being of youth in the FCS focuses on negative aspects. Youth in the foster system receive less sexual and reproductive health education, receive less sexual health-responsive healthcare, experience significantly higher rates of unintended pregnancies and sexually transmitted infections, and engage in more risky sexual
behaviors such as early sexual initiation, larger numbers of sexual partners, less use of birth control and protective measures, and higher rates of participation in transactional sexual activities than peers not in the FCS (Author, 2016). Further, many of these youth have experienced traumatic losses and sexual abuse, both of which are risk factors for negative sexual health outcomes and difficulties in forming coherent identities (Ahrens et al., 2012; Vaillancourt-Morel et al., 2016). While research on positive sexual health outcomes, such as the ability to pursue sexual desires and realize sexual pleasure and sexual satisfaction, for youth is scant, it is reasonable to believe that the youth achieve lower levels of positive sexual health outcomes, as the same factors are generally at play (Arbeit et al., 2015; Harden, 2014).

1.4 Sexual well-being and sexual risk outcomes for SMY

Much of the literature on the sexual well-being of SMY, both within and external to the FCS, also focuses on negative aspects. Health outcome and risk data indicate that SMY have much worse sexual health outcomes than HY, with SMY scoring higher on five of six sexual risk behaviors in one study (Kann et al., 2016). Among adults, research indicates that sexual minorities have lower levels of some aspects of sexual satisfaction than heterosexuals (Flynn et al., 2017). One explanation for these differences is that sexual minorities experience a host of different psychosocial outcomes due to personal and social judgments about their sexual orientation identities, have different methods of obtaining information about aspects of their sexual identities, meet sexual partners in different manners, engage in different patterns of sexual interactions, take different forms of sexual risks, and experience higher levels of sexual victimization than heterosexuals (Arrington-Sanders et al., 2015; Dragowski et al., 2013; Everett et al., 2014; Harper et al., 2009; Jones & Raghavan, 2012; Katz-Wise & Hyde, 2012).
1.5 Sexual identity development

The term “sexual identity” is often conflated with minoritized sexual orientation and sexual orientation identity development and focuses on self-recognition, understanding, and disclosure of a minoritized sexual orientation. Recognition that HY also experience a sexual identity development process led Worthington et al. (2008) to evaluate heterosexual identity development and create the Measure of Sexual Identity Exploration and Commitment (MoSIEC), which was designed to be applicable to individuals with any sexual orientation identity. Moving beyond the idea of phases, the MoSIEC focuses on dimensions of sexual identity, implying that an individual might occupy different levels on each dimension within their overall sexual identity. The four distinct but interrelated dimensions that emerged from their empirical work are Commitment, Synthesis/Integration, Exploration, Sexual Orientation Identity Uncertainty.

Research using the MoSIEC has largely focused on the relationship between identity dimensions and sexual health outcomes. Sexual Identity Exploration has been shown to be positively correlated with sexual self-efficacy, sexual consciousness (reflection on sexual identity), sexual motivation, sexual assertiveness, less usage of intoxicating substances before engaging in sexual activities, a more organized sexual schema, and better overall sexual well-being (Muise et al., 2010; Parent et al., 2015; Reid, 2013; Worthington et al., 2008). In terms of Commitment, findings suggest that increased levels are predictive of greater sexual well-being and positive sexual experiences amongst both HY and SMY (Bond & Figueroa-Caballero, 2016; Muise et al., 2010; Worthington et al., 2008). Synthesis/Integration is considered the most advanced level of sexual identity achievement, as it indicates that individuals have actively explored their identities to the point that they have developed an informed understanding of themselves. Worthington et al.’s (2008) initial research found a positive connection between
Synthesis/Integration and sexual self-consciousness and sexual assertiveness, but Muise et al. (2010) found no relationship between high scores on Synthesis/Integration and sexual health.

1.6 The impact of sexual orientation identity on sexual identity development

Understanding youths’ sexual orientation identities is essential to understanding the rest of their sexual identities. A more complete sexual orientation identity integration has been linked with better psychosocial outcomes and improved sexual health (Rosario et al., 2011). Further, as noted previously, youths’ sexual orientation identity affects how others’ view and interact with them, making it an important part of their lives. Despite this importance, it must also be recognized that models exploring sexual orientation identity development have been critiqued for their lack of recognition of fluidity and other aspects of intersectional identities (Diamond, 2016; Rosario et al., 2011). Even so, sexual orientation maintains such a prominent place within the lives of youth that is often not only affects their internal sense of self, but many of their other social identities and actions (Reback & Larkins, 2010; Russell et al., 2009).

Research using the MoSIEC supports the importance of differentiating between individuals based on their self-defined sexual orientation. Differences have been identified between HY and SMY, with individuals who have questioned their sexual orientation generally scoring higher on Sexual Orientation Uncertainty and Exploration and lower on Synthesis/Integration, though these findings have not been universal (Morgan & Morgan Thompson, 2011; Morgan et al., 2010). Worthington et al. (2008) found that individuals with high levels of Sexual Orientation Identity Uncertainty experienced more sexual self-monitoring, but less sexual conservatism, sexual self-consciousness, and sexual assertiveness.

Within the FCS, the difficulties SMY have developing a positive sense of sexual minority orientation identity have been attributed to the negative messaging the youth receive from peers,
family members, and professionals; the heteronormative context of foster and residential care; and the experiences many had with entering the FCS due to familial conflict based on the youths’ sexual orientation (Craig-Oldsen et al., 2006; Gallegos et al., 2011; Lorthridge et al., 2018; Mallon, 2010). In one of the only studies to date examining the sexual health of SMY in the foster care system, Salerno et al. (2020) found that while sexual minority girls had sufficient sexual health knowledge, they primarily received negative messaging about sexuality from others, which can adversely affect their sense of themselves as sexual beings. Given that individuals’ incomplete or maladaptive understanding of their sexual orientation identities has been linked with sexual risk behaviors and reductions in positive sexual interactions, these youths’ reduced abilities to form solid understandings of this aspect of their sexual identity is concerning.

2. Research hypotheses

The research noted above does not fully explore differences between the experiences of SMY and HY within in the FCS, nor is there direct attention to differences in the sexual well-being of between HY and SMY. This lack of knowledge prevents practitioners from tailoring sexual well-being-related interventions for SMY. This study was intended to address this gap. The research hypotheses were that SMY would have lower levels of positive sexual well-being outcomes and higher levels of negative sexual health outcomes than HY, that SMY would score higher on levels of Sexual Identity Exploration and Sexual Orientation Identity Uncertainty than HY, and that all aspects of sexual identity development would impact sexual well-being for both SMY than HY.
3. Method

3.1 Recruitment and participants

Data used in this analysis are part of a larger study on sexual identity development among youth in the FCS (Author, 2019). Youth were recruited via direct email through agencies and organizations serving youth formerly in the FCS, schools of social work, Facebook groups of youth formerly in the FCS or current foster parents, advertising in a magazine targeted to youth formerly in the FCS, and through snowball sampling. Youth were provided a $20 e-gift card as compensation for their time, with email addresses for the e-gift card collected independent of the survey answers.

A total of 227 participants completed a confidential web-based survey exploring how aspects of sexual socialization and childhood experiences affect their sexual identity development and its impact on their sexual well-being. Data from eight participants were removed due to being multivariate outliers, leaving a sample size of 219. Participant demographics are presented in Table 1. Youth were asked to identify their sexual orientation with the ability to enter another option if their identity was not presented; any youth who identified with a sexual orientation identity other than heterosexual was classified as a sexual minority. The two youth who identified as both heterosexual and a sexual minority were classified as sexual minorities for analysis, leaving a total of 52 youth classified as sexual minorities and 167 classified as not a sexual minority.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Sex Assigned at Birth</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African American / Black</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian / Native Alaskan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biracial / Mixed</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlisted Identity</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to Not Say</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Hispanic / Latino</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic / Latino</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to Not Say</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Living Situation at Exit from Foster Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopted</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged Out</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returned to Family of Origin</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Home</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Justice System</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Placement Situation</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to Not Say</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) n = 219; \(^b\) Totals may be greater than 219 as participants could select more than one option in several categories
3.2 Measures and analysis

3.2.1 Sexual identity development

The four subscales of the MoSIEC (Worthington et al., 2008) were used to evaluate sexual identity development. The MoSIEC evaluates individuals’ sexual identity statuses in four independent domains, Commitment (6 items), Exploration (8 items), Synthesis (5 items), and Sexual Orientation Identity Uncertainty (3 items).

3.2.2 Sexual well-being

Sexual well-being was measured using a modified version of a multidimensional model of sexual well-being (Hensel & Fortenberry, 2013). The scale was initially used with adolescent women so several items were modified so they were gender neutral and others were removed that were sex-specific. Due to the age of participants, the subscale of Fertility Control was eliminated, as this scale was designed to measure adolescents’ commitment to avoiding teen pregnancy. Another item was removed from the Sexual Anxiety subscale due to a data entry error. The final scale consisted of 32 items consisting of statements related to eight domains of sexual well-being. Relationship Quality, Sexual Communication, Sexual Autonomy, Condom Use Efficacy, Sexual Esteem, Sexual Anxiety, and Genital Pain were assessed using a four-point Likert-type scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. Sexual Satisfaction consisted of seven-point semantic differential scales designed to measure how participants viewed their sexual relationship with their current or most recent partner. Overall levels of sexual well-being were calculated by summing the total z-scale scores for the 32 items.

3.2.3 Sexual health outcomes

Four sexual health outcomes were considered, each of which was dichotomized as a yes or no answer. The four prompts were 1) having experienced unintended pregnancy themselves or
of a partner, 2) having been diagnosed with an STI/STD, 3) having experienced sexual victimization (self-defined), and 4) having engaged in transactional sex, or engaging in sexual activity in exchange for money, housing, or other material goods (including drugs/alcohol).

3.3 Analysis

Differences between SMY and HY were calculated using independent measures \( t \)-test for continuous variables and \( \chi^2 \) for dichotomous variables. The impact of sexual identity development on sexual well-being was calculated using hierarchical multiple regression with controls of length of time in foster care (in years), race/ethnicity (reference group: White), gender identity (reference group: Female), and relationship status (reference group: Single).

4. Results

4.1 Time in foster care

SMY reported longer periods of time in the foster care system (\( \bar{x} = 7.67 \) years versus 3.98, overall range 1 to 20 years, \( t = -3.55, p < .01 \)) as well as earlier entry (\( \bar{x} = 10.44 \) years old versus 12.18, overall range 0 to 17, \( t = 2.68, p < .01 \)) and later exit (18.12 years old versus 17.11, overall range 12 to 23, \( t = -2.54, p < .05 \)) than HY.
### Table 2: Mean Differences Between Heterosexual and Sexual Minority Youth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time in Foster Care</th>
<th>Heterosexual</th>
<th>Sexual Minority</th>
<th>MMSW Subscale</th>
<th>Heterosexual</th>
<th>Sexual Minority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age Entering Care</td>
<td>12.18</td>
<td>10.44**</td>
<td>Relationship Quality ($\alpha = .89$)</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>20.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Exiting Care</td>
<td>17.11</td>
<td>18.12*</td>
<td>Sexual Communication ($\alpha = .84$)</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>9.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in Foster Care System</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>7.67**</td>
<td>Sexual Autonomy ($\alpha = .66$)</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>10.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Condom Use Efficacy ($\alpha = .88$)</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>12.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual Esteem ($\alpha = .53$)</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual Anxiety ($\alpha = .67$)</td>
<td>12.71</td>
<td>12.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall Sexual Health ($\alpha = .92$)</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $^a n = 167; ^b n = 52; ^c \alpha$ levels indicate values for the overall sample ($n = 219$); $^d$z-scores; *$p < .05$; **$p < .01$; ***$p < .001$
4.2 Level of sexual well-being and sexual risk behaviors

Reliability on the sexual well-being subscales varied significantly, though Cronbach’s α for overall sexual well-being was high (α = .92; Table 2). Consistent with other literature documenting discrepancies in sexual well-being between SMY and their peers, SMY had lower levels of overall sexual well-being (z-score $\bar{x} = 2.85$ versus -6.27, $t = 3.00$, $p < .01$; Table 2). The three areas of significant differences were sexual autonomy ($\bar{x} = 9.15$ versus 10.35, possible range 3 to 12, $t = 3.37$, $p < .01$), sexual anxiety ($\bar{x} = 10.75$ versus 12.71, possible range 4 to 16, $t = 4.72$, $p < .001$), and genital pain ($\bar{x} = 12.77$ versus 14.82, possible range 4 to 16, $t = 5.04$, $p < .001$). In terms of sexual risk behaviors, SMY reported engaging in sexual activity in exchange for money, housing, or other material goods (including drugs/alcohol) at a higher rate ($\chi^2 = 14.68$, $p < .01$; Table 4) and experiencing sexual victimization ($\chi^2 = 16.56$, $p < .01$). There were no statistically significant differences in experiencing an unintended pregnancy/unintentionally getting someone else pregnant nor in STI/STD incidence.

4.3 Sexual identity development

As the MoSIEC has four independent subscales, four analyses were run, one for each subscale. All four MoSIEC subscales demonstrated appropriate reliability (α = .72 to .91; Table 3). In terms of sexual identity commitment, SMY had significantly lower scores ($\bar{x} = 27.37$ versus 30.80, possible range 6 to 36, $t = 3.28$, $p < .01$). These youth also had higher levels of sexual identity exploration ($\bar{x} = 37.52$ versus 33.24, possible range 8 to 48, $t = -2.89$, $p < .01$), and higher levels of sexual identity uncertainty ($\bar{x} = 6.83$ versus 4.96, possible range 3 to 18, $t = -3.18$, $p < .01$). There were no significant differences in sexual identity synthesis ($\bar{x} = 24.18$ versus 25.52, possible range 5 to 30, $t = 1.78$, $p > .05$).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Commitment Heterosexual</th>
<th>Commitment Sexual Minority</th>
<th>Exploration Heterosexual</th>
<th>Exploration Sexual Minority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Time in Foster System</td>
<td>-.104</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>-.009</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Identity</td>
<td>.241**</td>
<td>.161*</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Status</td>
<td>-.074</td>
<td>-.083</td>
<td>.331*</td>
<td>.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoSIEC Subscale</td>
<td>.514***</td>
<td>.325*</td>
<td>1.634</td>
<td>2.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>4.304**</td>
<td>15.945***</td>
<td>1.634</td>
<td>2.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>.331</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td>.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ$R^2$</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>.235***</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td>.072*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $n = 219$; in years; Reference Group: White; Reference Group: Female; Reference Group: Single; *$p < .05$; **$p < .01$; ***$p < .001$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Synthesis Heterosexual</th>
<th>Synthesis Sexual Minority</th>
<th>Sex Orient Uncert Heterosexual</th>
<th>Sex Orient Uncert Sexual Minority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Time in Foster System</td>
<td>-.104</td>
<td>-.076</td>
<td>-.009</td>
<td>.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>.090</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Identity</td>
<td>.241**</td>
<td>.169*</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>-.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Status</td>
<td>-.074</td>
<td>-.082</td>
<td>.331*</td>
<td>.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoSIEC Subscale</td>
<td>.393***</td>
<td>.332</td>
<td>1.634</td>
<td>2.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>4.304**</td>
<td>10.391***</td>
<td>1.634</td>
<td>2.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>.244</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td>.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ$R^2$</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>.148***</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td>.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $n = 219$; in years; Reference Group: White; Reference Group: Female; Reference Group: Single; *$p < .05$; **$p < .01$; ***$p < .001$
### Table 4: Chi-square Comparisons Between Heterosexual and Sexual Minority Youth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexual Outcomes</th>
<th>Heterosexual&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; % Yes</th>
<th>Sexual Minority&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; % Yes</th>
<th>χ²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experienced unintended pregnancy</td>
<td>43.71</td>
<td>15.38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosed with an STI/STD</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced sexual victimization</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>53.85</td>
<td>16.56***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged in transactional sex</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>14.68**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>n = 167; <sup>b</sup>n = 52; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

#### 4.4 Impact of sexual identity development on sexual well-being

##### 4.4.1. Sexual Identity Commitment

Significant differences were found regarding the impact of aspects of individuals’ lives on their sexual identity commitment (Table 2). As the first model remained the same in all analyses, the results are only present once. For HY, the first model was significant, $F(4, 162) = 4.304$, $p < .01; R^2 = 9.6\%$, as was the second model $F(5, 161) = 15.945$, $p < .001; R^2 = 33.1\%; ΔR^2 = 23.5\%$. Within the first model, gender identity was a significant predictor ($β = .241$, $p < .01$). Within the second model, gender identity stayed significant at ($β = .161$, $p < .05$). These results indicate that identifying as female has a negative impact on sexual well-being. Scoring high on level of Sexual Identity Commitment was the strongest predictor of sexual well-being among HY ($β = .514$, $p < .001$).

For SMY, the first model was not significant, $F(4, 47) = 1.634$, $p > .05; R^2 = 12.2\%$, but relationship status was a significant predictor ($β = .331$, $p < .05$), with being single having a negative impact on sexual well-being. The second model was also not significant though the $R^2$ change was ($F(5, 46) = 2.219$, $p > .05; R^2 = 19.4\%; ΔR^2 = 7.2\%$). The impact of relationship status reduced to being not significant ($β = .219$, $p > .05$). These results indicate that while a
significant predictor of sexual well-being among HY, gender was not a significant predictor for SMY. On the other hand, relationships status is an important predictor for SMY but not for HY. The MoSIEC subscale was a significant predictor ($\beta = .325, p < .05$).

4.4.2 Sexual Identity Exploration

As with Sexual Identity Commitment, there were significant group differences for Sexual Identity Exploration. For HY, the second model was significant predictor of sexual well-being ($F(5, 161) = 5.147, p < .001; R^2 = .138; \Delta R^2 = 4.2\%$). The impact of gender identity continued to be significant ($\beta = .245, p < .01$). Contrary to expectations, Sexual Identity Exploration was a positive predictor of sexual well-being ($\beta = .217, p < .01$).

For SMY, the second model was also significant ($F(5, 46) = 2.570, p < .05; R^2 = 21.8\%; \Delta R^2 = 9.6\%$) even though relationship status was no longer a significant predictor ($\beta = .172, p > .05$). As with HY, Sexual Identity Exploration was a positive predictor of sexual well-being ($\beta = .379, p < .05$). Sexual Identity Exploration was the strongest predictor of sexual well-being for SMY.

4.4.3 Sexual Identity Synthesis

For HY, Sexual Identity Synthesis followed the same pattern as the previous two subscales. The second model remained predictive of sexual well-being ($F(5, 161) = 10.391, p < .001; R^2 = 24.4\%; \Delta R^2 = 14.8\%$). Gender identity remained a significant predictor ($\beta = .169, p < .05$). Sexual Identity Synthesis was the second strongest predictor of sexual well-being ($\beta = .393, p < .001$).

The second model was not predictive of sexual well-being at a statistically significant level for SMY ($F(5, 46) = 2.080, p > .05; R^2 = 18.4\%; \Delta R^2 = 6.2\%$). As with Sexual Identity
Exploration, in the second model relationship status was no longer predictive of sexual well-being ($\beta = .154, p > .05$).

4.4.4 Sexual Orientation Identity Uncertainty

The second model was predictive of sexual well-being for HY ($F(5, 161) = 7.789, p < .001; R^2 = 19.5\%; \Delta R^2 = 9.9\%$). Gender identity remained a significant predictor ($\beta = .175, p < .05$) in a pattern similar to Sexual Identity Synthesis. As was expected, Sexual Orientation Identity Uncertainty was a strong negative predictor of sexual well-being ($\beta = -.324, p < .001$).

Contrary to expectations, the second model was not predictive of sexual well-being for SMY ($F(5, 46) = 1.856, p > .05; R^2 = 16.8\%; \Delta R^2 = 4.6\%$). As with other models, gender identity was not a significant predictor ($\beta = .020, p > .05$) for SMY, marking a difference between SMY and HY. For the first time, relationship status remained a significant predictor ($\beta = .319, p < .05$).

That Sexual Orientation Identity Uncertainty was not a significant predictor of sexual well-being for SMY yet it was experienced at a higher level for SMY than HY suggests that there are other factors at play that may be affecting how SMY come to terms with their sexual orientation identity and how that subsequently impacts their sexual well-being.

5. Discussion

Sexual minority youth are overrepresented in the CWS and often experience harassment and discrimination from professionals and others, both within the CWS and outside it (McCormick et al., 2016). What had not previously been explored is differences in sexual identity development, overall sexual well-being, and sexual health outcomes between SMY and HY in the FCS. This research began to fill this gap through demonstrating differences in HY and SMYs’ experiences such as SMY spending longer in the FCS, having less developed sexual identities, having more negative sexual health outcomes, and experiencing lower levels of sexual identity.
well-being. This new knowledge is important as it demonstrates domains of significant need for SMY and provides insight into where interventions may be most impactful.

Despite the passage of over twenty years since early research indicated SMY spend more time in the CWS, SMY still reported spending more time in care than HY. They also entered care earlier and left later, indicating that SMY experience different familial stressors leading to entry into the FCS than HY. Familial conflict due to sexual orientation is the number one reason for SMY homelessness (Choi et al., 2015) and likely contributes to entry into the FCS as well. Familial rejection based on unchanging aspects of youths’ lives can take a long time to repair, if it is repairable at all, possibly leading to the longer time in care. SMY are also harder to place in foster and pre-adoptive homes due to discrimination, likely leading to delays in the permanency process. This type of bias and discrimination can be harmful to the youth at the time and later as it contributes to difficulties with psychosocial functioning (D’amico et al., 2015). Interventions such as Recognize, Intervene, Support, Empower (RISE) as implemented by the Los Angeles LGBT Center have been shown to increase connections between SMY and adult social supports (Lorthridge et al., 2018).

The elevated levels of sexual health concerns and negative sexual health consequences among youth in the CWS are well noted (Author, 2016), but this is the first known study to specifically explore differences between SMY and HY in the FCS. As in the general population (Katz-Wise & Hyde, 2012), the SMY in this study had higher incidence of sexual victimization than the HY. It is particularly alarming that even though many youth in the FCS have experienced sexual victimization, the trend of higher incidence of sexual victimization for SMY still holds. Previous research has connected early experiences of abuse and neglect with sexual victimization, and it is recognized that SMY experience more abuse within their families and in
society in general than HY. It is also noteworthy that SMY also had higher levels of involvement in transactional sex, which may or may not be related to their experiences of sexual victimization. This indicates a particular vulnerability to sexual victimization for SMY; further research is needed on these topics to determine risk factors and ways to mitigate risks and build resilience.

Compared to previous research using the MoSIEC (e.g., Borders et al., 2014; Reid, 2013), both SMY and HY in this study scored considerably lower on Sexual Identity Commitment and higher on both Sexual Identity Exploration and Sexual Orientation Uncertainty than similarly-aged SMY and HY. This suggests youth in the FCS are taking longer to develop their sexual identities and/or experiencing less overall sexual identity development, both of which are negative occurrences. Given how political youth sexuality is within the CWS, this could be due to a lack of support for sexual identity exploration or the youths’ acceptance of the negative sexual messaging they receive that leads to a forced repression of this aspect of their lives. Further, some youth in the FCS report a need to focus on other areas of their lives (Author, 2017), reducing their attention to their sexual development. Clearly more work needs to be done to educate CWS professionals and foster parents on better facilitating sexual identity development among youth in the CWS. Training initiatives for professionals in the CWS such as those sponsored by the getR.E.A.L (Recognize, Engage, Affirm and Love) Network have shown promising results (Washburn et al., 2018) and should continue to be expanded.

As predicted, SMY experienced higher levels of both Sexual Identity Exploration and Sexual Orientation Uncertainty and lower levels of Sexual Identity Commitment than HY. While these findings are not unique to the CWS, they do illustrate an opportunity. Youth involved with the CWS have many adults in their lives, both professionals and foster parents with training on
youth development. If these adults were trained to support SMY with their sexual identity development, the youth may experience improved overall sexual and overall well-being. Further, this emphasizes the need for foster parents and professionals within the CWS supporting SMYs’ engagement with other SMY. Policies that explicitly encourage such interactions or explicitly forbid preventing SMY from attending age-appropriate events or social activities with other SMY based on foster parent or professional objections would help increase this type of engagement.

This could be especially impactful for SMY given they reported lower levels of sexual well-being than the HY. This too is consistent with most of the literature on the sexual well-being of SMY and represents an opportunity for improved health services. A unique contribution of this study was the breaking down of sexual well-being into discrete domains. SMY reported significantly more sexual anxiety and lower levels of sexual autonomy. Both of these may be related to past sexual victimization and are risk factors for future victimization. Fortunately, ways to discuss and address both of these topic areas are often covered in sexual education curricula, so if CWS professionals and foster parents were to address the sexual education needs of SMY using curricula explicitly designed for them, the youths’ sexual well-being may improve.

6. Limitations

Several limitations for this study should be noted. The majority of participants were recruited through internet-based means thereby missing those who do not have an online presence. Further, most of the recruitment went through agencies/service providers that work with foster care alumni and social media groups that cater to the same groups of youth. Youth who participate in such programs have made their experiences within the FCS a part of their
public identity, which is only a small portion of youth formerly in the FCS. While SMY were oversampled, the small number who participated in the study prevented some forms of statistical analysis and reduced statistical power for the analyses performed. Further, this was a cross-sectional analysis whereas sexual identity development is generally considered a fluid process. While using a cross-sectional analysis limits the ability to examine change over time, it provides a sense of where the youth were at the time of analysis.

It must also be noted that this research only examined differences in youth based on their sexual orientation identity. Youth that identify as gender-diverse/transgender are also heavily overrepresented in the CWS and their experiences are understudied. Further research exploring their lives within the CWS, the ways in which they are treated and interact with others within the CWS, and their sexual and overall well-being are needed. Finally, recruitment materials emphasized this study asked personal questions regarding sexual identity development and sexual history, limiting the sample to those comfortable enough with their sexual history to answer questions about it.

7. Summary

This study sought to explore differences in the sexual identity development and sexual well-being between SMY and HY formerly in the FCS. Compared to the HY who participated in this study, the SMY spent more time in the FCS, had less developed sexual identities, and had lower levels of sexual well-being. The CWS system is designed to protect youth and assist with their positive growth and development when families of origin are unable or unwilling to do so, but SMY continue to be underserved. This study suggests a need for more comprehensive trainings for both professionals in the CWS and foster parents so they are better able to address the significant sexuality-related needs of SMY in the CWS.
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